We give a bijection between maximal 0 Ä w chains in the Fibonacci lattices, Fib(r) and Z(r), and interpret this bijection in terms of tableaux.
INTRODUCTION
In a 1988 paper [9] , Stanley introduced a class of partially ordered sets, called differential posets, defined independently by S. Fomin [1] who called them Y-graphs. The prototypical example of a differential poset is Young's lattice, Y, the lattice of integer partitions ordered by inclusion of Ferrers diagrams. Another important example is given by the Fibonacci r-differential poset, Z(r), defined for each positive integer r.
In [7, 9] Stanley introduced the partially ordered set Fib(r) which has the same elements as Z(r), but different covering relations. He showed that: (a) for both posets, the number of pairs of saturated chains from the smallest element, 0 , to elements, w, of height n is r n n !; (b) for every element w, Fib(r) and Z(r) afford the same number of maximal chains in the interval [0 , w]; and in [10] that (c) they have the same number of elements in each such interval. Stanley's proofs of these results are algebraic. Statement (b) was also shown by Fomin [1] . In [2, 4] , Fomin gave a constructive proof of (a). In this paper, we will give a bijective proof of (b). A constructive proof of (c) can be found in [6] .
This bijection relies on making explicit the significance of individual columns of certain tableaux defined by Stanley, Fomin, and Kemp [7, 2, 5] with respect to the corresponding chains. A simplification of these tableaux article no. TA972764 is given by the encoding of chains as colored vectors at the end of Section 2. The relationship between vectors and tableaux is given explicitly in Section 3. As a result of the bijection between chains, some of the algebraic tools developed by Stanley for enumerating chains in Z(r) can be explained in terms of the constructive methods applied to Fib(r). For example, see Corollary 4 at the end of Section 2 which illustrates how colored vectors allow us to view maximal chains as elements of a certain product space. For definitions related to the theory of partially ordered sets and lattices see [8] . Below, we define the lattices Z(r) and Fib(r), and give some related notation.
Definition 1 (The Fibonacci lattice, Z(r) [9] ). As a set, the Fibonacci r-differential lattice, Z(r), consists of all finite words over the alphabet
(a) v is obtained from u by changing the first digit to a V, or (b) v is obtained from u by inserting a digit to the left of the first digit (if no digit exists, then insert a digit in any position).
Definition 2 (The Fibonacci lattice, Fib(r) [9] ). As a set, Fib(r)= Z(r)=A(r)*, the set of all finite words over the alphabet A(r) = [1, 2, ..., r, V]. The covering relations for Fib(r) are given by u < } v if either (i) v is obtained from u by changing any digit to a V, or (ii) v is obtained from u by appending a digit to the end of u.
Definition 3. For w=w 1 w 2 } } } w k # A(r)*, the rank function is the same for Fib(r) and Z(r) and is given by \(w)=*[w t : w t # [r]]+ 2(*[w t : w t =*]).
The length of the word w will be denoted l(w)=k, and e(L, w) will denote the number of maximal chains in the interval [0 , w] L , where L is a lattice. We quote the following proposition due to Stanley: Proposition 5.7] . The``identity'' map , : Fib(r) Ä Z(r) (defined by ,(w)=w) is a rank-preserving bijection which preserves the number of maximal chains in the interval [0 , w] L ; i.e., e(Fib(r), w)= e(Z(r), w) for all w # A(r)*.
A BIJECTION BETWEEN CHAINS
This section is devoted to giving a constructive proof that the number of maximal chains in the interval [0 , w] L is the same in Fib(r) as in Z(r).
The correspondence has essentially three steps. First, for a given element w # A(r)* we will encode the maximal chains X L in both lattices as l(w)_( \(w)+1) matrices, called w-matrices, M L . Observing that some of the entries in these matrices provide redundant information about the chains which they encode, in the second step, some of these entries will be blocked out (but not deleted, as the matrix positions of these entries do encode relevant information.) Finally, a bijection between the modified w-matrices in Fib(r), M F , and the modified w-matrices in Z(r), M Z will be defined row by row. Figure 1 summarizes the construction of the correspondence.
Step I. Encoding chains as matrices. We begin by encoding all of the maximal chains in the intervals [0 , w] Z(r) and [0 , w] Fib(r) as chains in which each element (word) is of equal length l(w). This is done from the top of the chain to the bottom (right to left) by inserting a 0 as a place holder whenever a digit is deleted. See Fig. 2 for an example.
Any chain Y L = y 0 < } y 1 < } } } } < } y \(w) obtained in this manner from a chain X L =x 0 < } x 1 < } } } } < } x \(w) can now be easily represented as an l(w)_( \(w)+1) matrix where y s is the s th column in the matrix (so, we are indexing the columns from 0 to \(w)) (also shown in Fig. 2 
.)
Remark. In Z(r), the covering relations translate to the following conditions on matrices:
For s=0 to n&1, column s+1 is obtained from column s according to two cases:
Case Z2. Changing a 0 in column s to a nonzero digit in column s+1 in some row above the first occurrence of a nonzero digit in column s. That is
In Fib(r), column s+1 is obtained from column s according to two cases:
Case F1. Changing any nonzero digit in column s to a V in column s+1, i.e., y (i , s) # [r] and y (i , s+1) =V, or Case F2. Changing the first 0 in column s to a nonzero digit in column s+1, i.e., y (1, s) , y (2, s) , ..., y (i&1, s) are all nonzero, y (i, s) =0 and
Step II. Modifying the matrices. Since these matrices encode maximal chains in Z(r) and Fib(r), no information relevant to the encoded chains is lost with the following modification.
If the first occurrence of a nonzero digit in row t is in column u, block out the entries in rows t+1 through k of column u. If the first occurrence of a V in row t is in column v, block out the entries in rows t+1 through k of column v.
The original matrix can be reconstructed from its modified matrix column by column, from left to right. Observe that the blocked-out entries of each row occur in columns where no left to right increase is allowed. Therefore, the entry in the blocked out column will be equal to the entry in the same row of the column to its left.
Step III. Defining the bijection between modified matrices, M (Y Z ) W M (Y F ). The bijection will be defined row by row on the modified matrices, from top to bottom. The key to the bijection is to note first that in each row of a modified matrix M (Y Z ) there is a single nonzero digit while in each row of a modified matrix M (Y F ), there is a single 0. Also note that the modification procedure blocks out the same number of entries in row In order to show that M (Y F ) W M (Y Z ) is a bijection, we will need a description of modified matrices.
A modified matrix M is uniquely determined by the number, position, and value of the entries in each row. Both the number of entries and the position in which they occur is determined by the algorithm for modifying matrices. No modification to row 1 occurs, so row 1 has \(w)+1 entries. For t=2 to l(w), the number of entries in row t is \(w t w t+1 } } } w l(w) )+1, since for each V in w 1 w 2 } } } w t&1 two entries are blocked out and for each digit one entry is blocked out. Thus, given any maximal chain X F in [0 , w] F or any maximal chain X Z in [0 , w] Z the number of entries in row t of the corresponding modified matrices M (Y Z ) and M (Y F ) are equal. The positions in which these entries occur are the positions which have not been blocked out in steps 1 through t. Due to the covering relations (see remark following
Step I of Theorem 1), the entry values in modified row t are described by the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Characterization of modified matrices). Let w # A(r)* and M (Y Z ) (respectively, M (Y F )) be a modified matrix corresponding to a . .
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where a, b # [r] and p t +q t =\(w t w t+1 } } } w k ). Under this assignment, we say that the matrix M (Y Z ) (respectively, M (Y F )) is of type v and color a. The bijective correspondence of Proposition 1 can be restated using this terminology as follows. In the example of Fig. 2 , both modified matrices are of type v=(5, 4, 0, 2, 0) and color a= (2, 3, 2, 2, 1) .
Proof of Proposition 1. Lemma 2 ensures that
Stanley [7] proved the following corollary for Fib(1) and later ( [9] ) generalized to Fib(r) and Z(r). The proof here indicates how colored w-vectors can be used to enumerate chains in these lattices.
Proof. e(L(r), w) is equal to the number of colored w-vectors. If w t is a digit, then v t = 0, and a t = w t . Otherwise, v t can take on \(w t w t+1 } } } w k )&1 different values, while a t can take on r different values. K
BOX TABLEAUX AND w-VECTORS
In this section we establish a correspondence between colored vectors and colored tableaux. The following encoding of maximal chains as tableaux is a modification of the encoding defined for Fib(1) by Stanley [5] , for Z(1) by Fomin [2] , and generalized to r>1 by Kemp [3] .
To each word w # A(r)*, we assign a box-diagram, T(w), of shape w which sits inside a 2_l(w) rectangle as follows: each V in w corresponds to a column with both rows of boxes shaded, and each nonzero digit in w corresponds to a column with the box in the bottom row shaded. The columns are indexed from left to right and the rows from bottom to top. Note that a diagram of shape w may correspond to more than one word. For example, both w=VV2 V 1 and v=VV1 V 3 will be assigned the diagram
We first represent this chain as a chain, Y L = y 0 < } y 1 < } } } } < } y \(w) =w in which each word y s has the same length as w, as in the bijection of Section 2 (refer to Fig. 2 for an example.)
A colored tableau (T(Y ), a) corresponding to the chain Y is a boxtableau, T(Y), of shape w and entries 1, 2, ..., \(w) and a vector, a=  (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a l(w) ) (called an r-coloring of T), whose entries a i are elements of [r] for 1 i l(w) constructed in the following manner:
For s=0 to \(w), if y s+1 is obtained from y s by changing a 0 to a nonzero digit, a # [r], in position t (1 t l(w)), then row 1 of column t is assigned the entry s+1, and a t =a. Otherwise, y s+1 is obtained from y s by changing a nonzero digit to a V in position t, and the second row of column t is assigned the entry s+1.
The chains, Y Z(3) and Y F(3) corresponding to w=VV2 V 1, shown in where T is a box-tableaux of shape w and entries 1, 2, ..., \(w) and a is an r-coloring: We will call an ordered pair (T, a) satisfying these conditions a colored Z(r)-tableau of shape w.
Composition, Theorem 1, and Lemmas 5 and 6 give a bijection between colored F(r)-tableaux and colored Z(r)-tableaux corresponding to a given shape, w. The following proposition makes this bijection more direct by establishing a bijection between colored tableaux and colored w-vectors corresponding to chains in Fib(r). A similar construction yields a bijection between colored tableaux and colored w-vectors corresponding to chains in Z(r). Else, 1 v t \(w t w t+1 } } } w k )&1. In the algorithm below, we construct a tableau T(Y F ) corresponding to v. The coloring a on the w-vector v will then be assigned to T(Y F ), making (T(Y F ), a) a colored F(r)-tableau of shape w. In this construction, each vector entry, v t , will correspond uniquely to column t of T(Y F ). The set of entries available for insertion in column t will be denoted S, ordered increasingly with s i denoting the i th smallest element of S. Note that at step t, *S=\(w t w t+1 } } } w k )>v t , so that the correspondence is well-defined.
Given a vector, this algorithm produces a tableau of shape w whose entries decrease down columns and increase along the bottom row, since s i <s j if and only if i< j. That is, our algorithm produces a colored F(r)-tableau, (T(Y F ), a).
The algorithm can easily be reversed to obtain a w-vector from an F(r)-tableau, T(Y F ) of shape w.
